THE INSIGHTS IN MARKETING
STRATEGIC PLANNING GUIDE

How to Innovate,
Grow and Gain a
Competitive Edge by

to Consumers

Do consumer
guide your organization’s strategic decisions?
Businesses gain a competitive advantage and are more profitable when strategic plans
are informed by market research and consumer insights, so we created this guide
explaining how to:
1. Start an Insightful Conversation: Market research and consumer
insights explain consumer behavior and motivations, and
provide a cohesive and consistent understanding of the market.
2. Inspire Innovation & Growth: Consumer insights uncover
customers’ values, priorities and motivations so decision makers
can focus on opportunities to positively impact the bottom line.
3. Facilitate Strategic Decisions: A consistent fact foundation facilitates
collaboration and confident decisions during the development and
implementation of strategic plans.
Thank you for downloading our strategic planning guide, and please contact me with
any questions about ways to inspire your organization to collaborate, innovate and grow.
Wishing you success,
Brian Fletcher
Vice President of Consulting Services
Brian@iimchicago.com
+1 847 853 0500
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“A customer-focused
culture is an essential
ingredient to get the entire
company to focus on
creating and delivering an
outstanding customer
experience.”
Christine Moorman
Founder, The CMO Survey
Editor in Chief, Journal of Marketing
Austin Finch Sr. Professor
Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business

Customer-focused
businesses are 60% more profitable
Source: Deloitte
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Tip # 1:
Keep the Consumer at the
Core of Everything You Do
Chryssi Keller
Director of Strategy and Insight
Danone

“We love the work we are doing on
the Horizon consumer panel with
Insights in Marketing. Not only has it kept
the consumer at the core of everything
we do, it has brought the entire cross
functional team together to participate
in research. The beauty in the format is
that we have an entire team of 15 people
come and listen to our consumers
first hand. It has helped us develop
consumer empathy that has impacted
our business in incredible ways.”
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Start an
Conversation
Identify Consumer
Information to
Support Strategic
Decisions
Keeping the consumer at
the core of every strategic
decision drives innovation
and growth, whether
organizations are focusing
on branding strategies,
evolutionary business
plans or a revolutionary
transformation.
A combination of
quantitative data and
qualitative consumer
insights can explain
how consumer behavior
impacts the current state
of the company, the
competitive landscape and
the economic outlook.
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Infusing consumer
insights into strategic
planning starts by:

•		Understanding the organization’s strategic priorities
•		Identifying the information participants need to make strategic
decisions
•		Aligning the development and distribution of consumer insights with
the strategic planning timeline
•		Reporting progress and sharing impactful consumer insights and
market research outcomes before, during and after the strategic
planning process

Essential information
to define strategic
priorities:

• Macro trends (geo-political, social and economic trends)
• Industry trends (size of market, growth opportunities, hiring patterns,
technological innovations, etc.)
• Competitor analysis (current and emerging competitor intelligence)
• Internal financial and sales performance and trends
• Internal operational capabilities and capacity
• Secondary research (government data, public policy information,
trade association studies, etc.)
• Quantitative and qualitative consumer insights
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Conduct a consumer
insights audit to identify
existing resources and
information gaps

A consumer insights audit can identify existing resources to support
strategic decisions, and any information gaps. Start by assessing
the level of consumer understanding shown in the most recent
strategic plan. Identify the consumer information used that was most
helpful and influential, as well as information that was not relevant.
The audit should identify:
• Existing consumer information to be used as is
• Existing Information to update
• Missing information or gaps that need to be addressed
Consumer insights do have a shelf life, and consumer behavior can
change abruptly due to market disruptions and category innovations.
It is a good idea to address information gaps and validate the accuracy
of insights at least six months before the strategic planning process
begins. This provides time to coordinate new market research,
conduct trends analyses and complete consumer insights projects.

Answer key strategic
questions with market
research and impactful
consumer insights

Leverage existing information, and coordinate additional research
as needed to answer key strategic questions to:
• Develop Consumer Profiles
• Identify the Key Benefit / Brand Value Proposition
• Analyze Demand and Develop Growth Strategies
• Evaluate Market and Brand Positioning
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• Review Pricing Strategies

Consumer Profiles
How are your consumers changing?
What is causing the change?
What do changes mean for your organization?
Market Research

Consumer Insights

Average Shelf Life*

Segmentation

Behavior, attitudes, values, needs,
usage and demographics of current
customers and growth targets

Repeat every 3-5 years
Include questions in qualitative
discussions to monitor changes

Key Benefit / Brand Value Proposition
What is your brand’s unique selling proposition / key benefit to consumers?
How is this key benefit delivered to consumers through everything you do?
How can you reinforce it, especially against competitors?
Market Research

Consumer Insights

Average Shelf Life*

Habits and Practices

Analyze consumer behavior for
category and similar categories

Repeat every 3-5 years

Evaluate customer experience,
price and quality

Track consumer surveys and
online reviews routinely

Customer Satisfaction

Include questions in qualitative
discussions to monitor changes

Assess consumer loyalty,
competitive advantage

* Note: Shelf life can vary by category/industry, and due to market disruptions and category innovations
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Demand Analysis and Growth Strategy
What volume of products / services will your consumers purchase? Why?
How can you increase purchasing volume?
Are there any obstacles or limitations you can remove?
Market Research

Consumer Insights Gained

Average Shelf Life*

Awareness and Usage

Brand-specific consumer behavior

Repeat every 3-5 years
Include questions in qualitative
discussions to monitor changes

Shopper Insights /
Purchase Dynamics

Purchase behavior and frequency

Update annually or more
frequently to track trends

Customer
Satisfaction

Evaluate customer experience,
price and quality

Track consumer surveys and
online reviews routinely

Assess consumer loyalty,
competitive advantage

* Note: Shelf life can vary by category/industry, and due to market disruptions and category innovations
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Market & Brand Positioning
Where do your products and services fit in the market?
What do consumers in your brand category value?
How does your brand compare to competitors?
How do consumers discover your brand?
What does the path to purchase look like for your brand category?
What does your customers’ shopping and purchasing behavior look like?
Market Research

Consumer Insights

Average Shelf Life*

Brand Image

Brand affinity and equity

Update annually or more
frequently to track trends

Brand attribute tracking
Advertising
Awareness

Key messages

Marketing Mix

Model to illuminate marketing
mix optimization

Media usage

Update annually or more
frequently to track trends
Depends on category
volatility

* Note: Shelf life can vary by category/industry, and due to market disruptions and category innovations
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86% of consumers say
they will pay more for a
great customer experience
Source: PWC

Pricing Strategy
What is your brand’s share of wallet? Are your customers price sensitive?
How do consumers respond to promotional pricing for your brand and other competitors?
* Note: Shelf life can vary by category/industry, and due to market disruptions and category innovations

Should your organization consider bundled pricing? What is the optimal bundle?
How do you price it?

Market Research

Consumer Insights Gained

Average Shelf Life*

Pricing

Price sensitivity

Depends on category

Promotional response
Market Structure

Current and emerging competition
Supply and distribution
Vertical and horizontal integration
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Depends on category

“ With IIM’s research plan, we identified
an opportunity to improve our product
to ensure it was meeting consumers’
expectations. Our internal team made
improvements to our product, creating
even more confidence in it. Without IIM’s
help to find this insight, we would have
gone to market with a product that didn’t
meet all the needs of our consumers.”
Lisa Singer
Sr. Product Manager
Elmer’s Products, Inc.
13

Innovation
and Growth

Clarify business priorities
with consumer insights
Knowing your target audience
and the key benefits they value
is the best way to identify
opportunities to innovate, grow
and gain a competitive advantage.
Consumer insights explain
customers’ behavior, values
and priorities so that decision
makers can focus on opportunities
that will positively impact the
bottom line.
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Tip #2:
Identify opportunities
to improve by
understanding
consumers’ needs
and expectations
Market Segmentation
divides consumer
targets into smaller
groups based on
demographic,
geographic, behavioral
or psychological
characteristics.

Gain a complete
understanding of your
consumer through
consumer research

Demographic Segmentation:
Identifies shared characteristics
among consumers like:
• Age
• Gender
• Ethnicity
• Income
• Level of Education
• Religion
• Profession/Role in a Company
Geographic Segmentation:
Identifies commonalities among
people from a similar place:
• Country
• Region
• City
• Postal Code
• Type of Climate
• Type of Community
(Rural, Urban, Suburban)

Psychographic Segmentation:
Explains why people share similar
needs, interests or preferences
• Personality Traits
• Hobbies
• Life Goals
• Values
• Beliefs
• Lifestyles
Behavioral Segmentation:
Identifies people who share similar
habits and consumer behaviors like:
• Spending
• Purchasing
• Product Usage / Needs
• Browsing
• Social Media Networking
• Brand Interactions
• Brand Loyalty
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Deeper qualitative consumer
research provides a more
complete understanding
of consumers:

• Habits explain how your product aligns with consumer
behavior patterns. It is important to assess how
entrenched specific behaviors are for your consumers.
The more entrenched a behavior, the more difficult it is
to change and adapt to a new product or service, and
the more support and encouragement the consumer
will need through marketing communications.

• Values and beliefs can be deep-seated, and define
how people play their various roles in life (e.g. parent,
spouse, employee, etc.). Qualitative research can
uncover things consumers may not be able to
articulate about themselves. Understanding
the values of your consumers —and how your
product/service aligns with those values — is critical
to business success in this purpose-driven era.

• Consumer personalities are made up of the
qualities and characteristics that make us unique and
set us apart from others. Consumers choose products
and services that reflect their personalities, or the
personalities they aspire to have.

• Category and adjacent category behavior
explains how consumers use your category. Are they
heavy or light shoppers, recent adopters or people who
have been using the product/service for a long time?
What is their behavior in categories adjacent to your
category? What does their behavior say about why they
use these products or services the way that they do?

• Traditional, digital and social media preferences
explain how your target consumers use media to discover
brands, learn, gather information and entertain
themselves. This information is important to understand
how to reach and engage consumers effectively.

• Customer satisfaction and brand loyalty explain
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the depth of your consumer relationship. Is their
purchasing behavior more opportunistic and influenced
by what your competitors are offering? And most
importantly, how can you make them more loyal?

Identify impactful insights
to bring the consumer into
the strategic planning process
There are six ways to separate interesting facts
from truly impactful consumer insights. Focus on
answering key strategic questions with consumer
insights to keep the consumer at the core of the
strategic planning process. Insights that matter:

1. Drive new ideas, thinking and behavior within
your organization
2. Turn consumer pain points or problems into
opportunities to innovate or improve

Define your brand’s
key benefit / value
proposition
The key benefit / value proposition

3. Say more about the consumer than about the
product or service

are the truly compelling and

4. Are often more about the category than the
brand, and explain the category driver

buy your brand, and can be

5. Reveal more about how people feel rather
than what they think, and include information
about personality traits, lifestyle, behavior,
habits and values that people aren’t always
able to articulate

research and analysis. The key

6. Focus more on what is enduring and slow to
change

and marketing because it aligns

meaningful reasons why people
discovered through consumer
benefit or value proposition
should be the guiding principle
for strategic plans, corporate
governance, social responsibility
the brand with the target
consumers’ values, attitudes
and beliefs — rather than a
tangible feature.
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41% of insights professionals
say their business leaders
may not be able to pass a
pop quiz on important facts
about their consumers.
Source: Boston Consulting Group
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Tip #3:
Insights are
			invaluable
			for teams
“IIM helped us better
understand which
segments have the
highest potential 		
for the team. The
insights they identified
are invaluable to the
team and we are
actively using them
in presentations
and marketing
communications.”
Jenny Kim Giblin
Director of Marketing
Chicago Fire Soccer Club
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Facilitate

Decisions
Before, during and after the strategic
planning process, it is important for
marketing and consumer insights
professionals to report progress and
communicate impactful consumer
insights and market research outcomes.

Communicate essential
consumer insights and
research outcomes

Establishing a strong fact-foundation
reduces uncertainty, encourages
collaboration, builds cohesiveness and
quickly drives the discussion to ‘what
should we do’? People generally learn
and absorb new information over time,
gradually accepting and integrating
information into their thinking and
actions. Everyone learns at a different
pace, making it important to
communicate information frequently.

Here’s what you can expect
as your organization begins to integrate insights into their strategic decisions:
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Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

Hearing

Understanding

Internalizing

People read and listen to
information, and may ask

People begin to talk about
the information, and may

questions. They probably
won’t use the information
to make decisions.

challenge the process and
try making some decisions
using consumer insights.

People buy into the
process, and may share
information and encourage
others to use insights to
make strategic decisions.

Immediately before the planning session, share impactful consumer insights

A visual consumer insights digest

is a helpful resource to highlight the key insights and facts needed to make strategic decisions.
Key insights to include:
Sample
Worksheet
•

1. Our consumer is best described as:

•
•

2. Our consumers’ key behaviors:

•

a. Media Behavior:

•

b. Purchase Behavior:

•
•

c. Conversion Points:

•
•

3. Our consumer is motivated by:

•
•

4. Our consumer needs:

•
•

5. Our consumer uses our product or service to:

•

6. Our consumers’ lifestyle is:

•

7. At the point of purchase, the tipping points for our consumers are:

•

8. Our consumers’ value:

•

9. Trends that will most likely impact our consumers are:
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During the strategic planning
process, focus on key
strategic questions
Consumer Profile
• How are our consumers changing?
• What is causing the change?
• What does that mean for our brand and
organization?
Key Benefit (Brand Value Proposition):
• What is our key benefit?
• Does it align with consumers’ current values,
attitudes and beliefs?
• How is it presented to consumers in everything
we do?
• How does our key benefit differentiate
our brand from our competition?
Market or Brand Position:
• Where do our products and services fit
in the market?
• How do we measure
up against the
competition?
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During the strategic planning process, provide
impactful insights to keep the consumer front
and center, and focus on delivering facts to
answer important strategic questions such as:

Demand Analysis and Growth Strategy
• What volume of products/services will our
consumers purchase?
• How can we increase sales?
• Are there any obstacles or growth
limitations we need to address?
Pricing Strategy
• Are our consumers price sensitive?
• How do consumers respond to promotional
pricing? (ours and competitors)
• Should we consider bundled pricing? What is the
optimal bundle and how should it be priced?
During implementation of the strategic plan,
share progress updates and insights
As consumer insights are produced throughout
the year, make sure decision makers receive the
information in an impactful report that
is easy to process, remember and
socialize throughout the
organization.

Strategic planning communications timeline
Communicating essential insights at least six months ahead of the planning session provides
participants time to process information, ask questions, and request additional market research or consumer
insights projects to address information gaps. Reporting progress and routinely sharing consumer insights
throughout the organization fosters a customer-focused culture, and can lead
to product improvements and innovations.

Timing
Six months before
the strategic
planning session

Activity
• Conduct an audit to identify and address information gaps
• Ask senior leaders and participants if any additional information is needed to support
the strategic planning process
• Share outcomes of new market research and consumer insights projects
• Provide high-level information, such as social trends, economic forecasts, brand health
status and competitive analysis to the participants in the strategic planning process
• Provide trends reports to guide senior leaders to identify strategic priorities for the next
three to five years

Two weeks before
the strategic
planning sessions
begin

• Synthesize key consumer insights into three to seven memorable ‘sticky sound bites’ to
support strategic decisions

During the
strategic planning
process

• Provide updates with the most current data and learnings

• Position consumer insights as a resource for the strategic planning process and share a
consumer digest with session participants
• Develop strategies and recommendations for strategic priorities based on relevant
consumer insights data
• Be prepared to implement quick turn market research and consumer insights projects
with tight timelines and a budget to address strategic planning information requests,
such as omnibus and online qualitative research

During strategy
implementation

• Determine KPIs to measure and evaluate the success of the strategic priorities
• Align the planning team to integrate metrics into marketing plans and the future
learning agenda
• Continue to implement quick-turn research projects to provide information to
strategic planners

Immediately after
the strategic
planning session

• Track KPIs and report progress
• Identify the consumer information used and conduct a post-mortem session to identify
opportunities to improve the use of consumer insights in the strategic planning process
- What was most helpful and influential? Why?
- What information was least helpful? Why?
• Plan market research and insights projects and budgets to address needs and
information gaps
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Ongoing consumer insights communications
Establishing an ongoing communications plan to socialize impactful
consumer insights throughout the organization fosters a customer-focused
culture, and can inspire the entire organization to share innovative ideas
to improve products and services.

A few best practices for ongoing insights communications include:
Introduce a final “consumer review” stage for
key initiatives:
Recruit a team to ensure initiatives align with
your key benefit / brand value proposition and
your target consumers’ values and priorities.

Make a video, slideshow or infographic to
add dimension to the consumer:
Use consumer immersion and ethnography to
gain a true understanding of the people who are
your customers.

Sponsor consumer trivia lunch and learns:
Make it fun to learn about your target consumer!

Write a monthly letter to your company from
your target consumer:
Describe a recent experience they had with your
products or services.

Continue to improve your consumer digest:
Periodically update and share your consumer
digest, highlighting new consumer insights,
trends and outcomes of market research.
Create imaginary examples of target consumers:
Find images that represent your consumers and
develop back stories to bring them to life.
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Create posters about your target consumer:
Hang them throughout your organization’s
common areas to keep the consumer top of
mind in everything you do.
Create an inspiring and visually appealing
‘intel room’:
Dedicate a space to all things consumer in a
centrally located space to educate and remind
everyone what makes your consumer tick.

ABOUT INSIGHTS IN MARKETING

We Connect People
to Brands
Providing actionable consumer insights isn’t just something
we say – it’s the way our marketing and insights professionals
live and breathe every day. We understand people, we know
marketing and we give our clients the facts they need
to make confident strategic decisions and create a
consumer-focused business culture.
Our experienced market research
consultants have partnered with
leadership teams, marketers and
insights professionals from just about
every industry, and when businesses
truly understand their consumers,
they almost always realize a better
return on their marketing investment.
Interested in learning more? Call us
at +1 847 853 0500, send an email to info@iimchicago.com
and visit our website at www.iimchicago.com to sign up for
our blog and quarterly newsletter.
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630 Dundee Road, Suite 300
Northbrook, IL 60062
+1 847 853 0500
www.iimchicago.com
info@iimchicago.com
Connect with us!
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